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A theoretical analysis for the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) instability driven by two laser beams with certain
frequency difference is presented. It is found that strong coupling and enhanced SRS take place only when the unstable
regions corresponding respectively to the two beams are overlapped in the wavenumber space. Hence a threshold of
the beam frequency difference for their decoupling is found as a function of their intensity and plasma density. Based
upon this, a strategy to suppress the SRS instability with decoupled broadband lasers (DBLs) is proposed. A DBL can
be composed of tens or even hundreds of beamlets, where the beamlets are distributed uniformly in a broad spectrum
range such as over 10% of the central frequency. Decoupling among the beamlets is found due to the limited beamlet
energy and suitable frequency difference between neighboring beamlets. Particle-in-cell simulations demonstrate that
SRS can be almost completely suppressed with DBLs at the laser intensity ∼ 1015 W/cm2 . Moreover, stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) will be suppressed simultaneously with DBLs as long as SRS is suppressed. DBLs can be
attractive for driving inertial confined fusion.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Campaigns to achieve ignition on National Ignition Facility (NIF) yielded significant insights of inertial confinement fusion (ICF)1,2 , including reaching the milestone of fuel gain exceeding unity3 . Meanwhile, a few critical challenges to further enhance the laser-target energy coupling efficiency have been revealed. Currently there are no clear
paths to ignition on NIF or similar-sized facility. Exploring alternative approaches is necessary. Laser plasma instabilities (LPI) are among the major obstacles to both directand indirect-drive schemes, causing asymmetric4,5 and insufficient drive6,7 and preheating8–10 . A few ideas have been
proposed to suppress LPI by use of various beam smoothing
techniques11–14 , temporal profile shaping15 , laser beams with
broadband width16,17 , and enhanced plasma damping18,19 , etc.
However, it is not possible to suppress LPI completely.
In this work, we present a theory, backed by particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations, that a new type of lasers called decoupled
broadband lasers (DBLs) can completely suppress stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS), a major concern to both direct- and
indirect-drive ICF20 . A DBL is composed of many beamlets,
which may have different frequencies among beamlets within
certain range. A related idea is the Coherent Amplification
Network (CAN)21 . Different from the CAN scheme, here the
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required laser power of DBLs for fusion application is much
lower and there is no requirement for the phase lock between
DBL beamlets, which is called incoherent combination22–25 .
More recently, a concept of broadband laser driver called StarDriver was proposed for ICF application to control both
hydrodynamic and laser-plasma instabilities26 , where a laser
driver is consisted of many beamlets at an aperture. Physically, it is not clear so far whether and how a broadband
laser driver may suppress the laser plasma instabilities. In this
work, we will clarify the mechanism and conditions on DBLs
for almost complete suppression of the SRS instability based
upon theoretical and numerical studies.

II. MODEL OF TWO BEAM COUPLING AND
DECOUPLING

We first introduce a model for DBLs. The temporal part of
such light can be written as
aDBL =

N
∑

ai cos(ωi t + ϕi ),

(1)

i=1

where ai is the normalized amplitude of the i-th beamlet with a carrier frequency ωi , ϕi is a random phase between [−π, π], and N is the number of beamlets typically around a few hundreds. The beamlets are nearly uniformly distributed in the total frequency spectrum bandwidth
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FIG. 1. A decoupled broadband laser beam is composed of many
beamlets such as 100 beamlets with a frequency difference larger
than 0.1% between every two adjacent-frequency beamlets.

∆ω0 , as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Here the amplitude ai is related to the light intensity Ii given by ai =
√
Ii (W/cm2 )[λi (µm)]2 /1.37 × 1018 . Before the study of a
DBL propagation in plasma, we first consider the coupling of
two light components (ki , ωi ) with i = 1 or 2, where ki and
ωi are the laser wavenumber and frequency, respectively.
Let ω1 = ω0 +δω/2 and ω2 = ω0 −δω/2, where ω0 and k0
are the center frequency and center wavenumber, respectively,
and δω is the frequency difference between them. Under the
−2
condition δω <
∼ 10 ω0 , we can write k1 2= k0 2+ δk/2 and
k2 = k0 − δk/2, where δk = k0 ω0 δω/(ω0 − ωpe ), and ωpe
is the electron plasma frequency. The coupled fluid equations
for SRS backscattering are
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e and ñe are respectively the vector potential of
where A
backscattering light and plasma-density perturbations27 . For
simplicity, we consider a cold plasma, so that the Bohm2
+
Gross frequency for the electron plasma wave ωL = (ωpe
2 2 1/2
3kL vth )
≈ ωpe , where vth is the thermal velocity. The
characteristic time tc for SRS development is defined as the
reciprocal of growth rate when the instability has developed to a considerable level. Without loss of generality, for the
strong coupling of the two beamlets, the perturbation of res2
onance system cos(δωt) ≈ 1 − (δωt)
√ /2 can be treated as a
quasi-static process when δω ≪ 2/tc . Therefore, the dispersion relation of SRS for the two coupled beamlets in the
one-dimension (1D) geometry is then obtained as
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where D±,i (k, ω) = (ω ± ωi )2 − (k ± ki )2 c2 − ωpe
. If there

Note that Eqs. (4) and (5) are good approximations in the time
scale t ∼ tc . An explicit threshold condition for Eq. (5) will
be given later.
The growth rate of SRS is found by solving Eq. (4) or
(5) with the imaginary part of ω, i.e., Γ = Im(ω), and the
area where Γ > 0 is the instability region28 . Here, taking
an example, let us consider the case for the laser amplitudes
a1 = a2 = 0.02 with frequency difference δω = 0.15%ω0
and δω = 1%ω0 . We take the plasma density ne = 0.08nc ,
where nc is the critical density. The numerical solutions of the
dispersion relation Eqs. (4) and (5) (Γ, kL ) with different δω
are plotted in Fig. 2(a). When δω = 0.15%ω0 , it is found that
these the SRS instability regions in the kL space for the two
laser beams overlap to form a single instability region. This
implies that two laser pulses are coupled in developing the
SRS instability. The wavenumber of the maximum growth
rate is kL = 1.618ω0 /c. However, when the frequency difference between the two lasers are increased to δω = 1%ω0 ,
the instability regions are separated, each of them will develop independently. Note that the maximum growth rate of the
coupled case is much higher than the decoupled one.
To validate the coupling of two lasers, we have carried out
PIC simulations by use of KLAP code29 . We have taken a homogeneous plasma slab in one-dimension. The length of the
simulation box is 200λ0 where λ0 = 2π/k0 , and the plasma
occupies a region from 50λ0 to 150λ0 with plasma density
ne = 0.08nc . The initial temperature is Te0 = 100eV. The
ions are stationary with a charge Z = 1. We have taken 100
cells per wavelength and 50 particles per cell. The wavenumber distributions of Langmuir wave are plotted in Fig. 2(b)
for a1 = a2 = 0.02 with two different frequency gaps. Only one peak can be found at kL = 1.615ω0 /c when the frequency difference δω = 0.15%ω0 . When δω increases to
1%ω0 , the strength of Langmuir wave is greatly reduced and
two independent peaks can be found at kL1 = 1.6ω0 /c and
kL2 = 1.63ω0 /c. This is quite similar as Fig. 2(a). Note that
since Γi(max) ∝ kLi , the strength of the mode with higher kL
is slightly larger. As a result, one can conclude that when the
difference of the two laser beams is small enough, they can be
coupled with the same plasma wave with a much higher instability growth rate than that corresponding to two individual
laser beams.
In the following, we derive a general condition for the decoupling between two lasers. Defining ∆kL as the width of
the instability region for the light with (k0 , ω0 ) and amplitude
a0 . By letting the growth rate Γ ≈ 0 according to Eq. (5) in
underdense plasma ne < 0.25nc , one finds
√
ωpe (ω0 − ωpe )
,
(6)
∆kL = a0 kL
ω02 − 2ω0 ωpe
√
where kL = k0 + c−1 ω02 − 2ω0 ωpe . Solutions of ∆kL obtained from Eqs. (5) and (6) are compared as shown in Figs.
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FIG. 2. (a) The growth rate Γ with kL for ne = 0.08nc , and a1 = a2 = 0.02 under two different frequency gaps δω. (b) The corresponding
distributions of Langmuir wave vectors at t = 340τ from PIC simulations, where the laser amplitude and plasma density are the same to (a).
(c) and (d) show the instability width ∆kL of a single laser beam as a function of the laser amplitude and the plasma density, respectively,
where the plasma density is ne = 0.08nc for (c) and the laser amplitude is a0 = 0.08 for (d). The solid lines are theoretical curves from Eq.
(6) and black dots are numerical solutions with Eq. (5).

2(c) and 2(d). One can find that ∆kL is strictly proportional
to the laser amplitude a0 from Fig. 2(c). Based on Fig. 2(d)
we know that ∆kL is also proportional to the plasma density.
Generally Eq. (6) fits well with the numerical results of Eq.
(5) in the low density regime. In the derivation of Eq. (6), we
have assumed that ωpe ≪ ω0 , therefore the theoretical value
is smaller than the numerical solution at ne > 0.23nc . The
above results indicate that for a given density profile, we can
reduce the laser amplitude to shrink the instability region of
backward SRS.
In the case of two incident lasers with (k0 ±δk, ω0 ±δω), the
plasma wavenumber kL changes with frequency ω0 according
2 −1/2
to dkL /dω0 = c−1 ω0 (ω02 − ωpe
)
+ c−1 (ω0 − ωpe )(ω02 −
−1/2
2ω0 ωpe )
. Therefore the condition for decoupling between the two laser beamlets given above in cold plasma
√ can
be obtained as |kL1 − kL2 | = δω(dkL /dω0 ) > 2∆kL ,
where these two instability regions have no intersections in
the wavenumber space. When ωpe ≪ ω0 , this simply corresponds to
δω/ω0 > a0

√
√
2ωpe /ω0 ≈ 2 2ΓSRS /ω0 ,

(7)

√
where ΓSRS = (a0 /2) ω0 ωpe is the linear growth rate of
SRS for a single beamlet with zero bandwidth. Equation (7)
defines the required frequency difference for the decoupling
of two laser beamlets under the same amplitude a0 . In this
case, the growth rate is determined by a single beamlet even if

the whole laser beam is composed of many beamlets. In this
way, the instability of the whole laser beam will be controlled
provided the instability of a single beamlet is controlled. This
is relatively easy to realize since the energy of a single beamlet can be limited to a low level by increasing the number of
beamlets.
Based upon this, we can extend the two laser beamlets to
multiple beamlets and define more accurately that a DBL is a
light beam composed of many beamlets, where the frequency difference of the neighboring beamlets satisfies Eq. (7).
Otherwise if Eq. (7) is not satisfied, we call them as coupled broadband lasers (CBLs). According to Eq. (7), the total
bandwidth of the DBL becomes ∆ω > (N
1)δω and the av√−
∑N
2
2 2
erage amplitude of the DBL is asum =
i=1 |ai | ωi /ω0 ,
where ω0 is the central frequency of the beam.
We point out that some early theoretical study considered the effect of finite laser bandwidth on the instability
growth16,27 . It was proposed that the instability growth rate
Γ is modified by a laser with finite bandwidth δω by Γ =
Γ2SRS /δω. In this case, the linear growth rate is reduced provided δω ≫ ΓSRS = 1/tc , which can be understood as a
destruction of the resonant system. However, this does not imply an effective suppression of the instability when the driving
laser energy is high enough.
A decoupling threshold for stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS) can be obtained in a similar way as the above SRS case.

4
−2
Under a0 <
∼ 10 and ne ≪ nc , it can be reduced to
√
√
ω0
ωpi
δω/ω0 > 2a0
≈ 4 2ΓSBS /ω0 ,
(8)
ω0 k0 cs
√
where ωpi = ωpe Zme /mi , and ΓSBS is the linear growth
rate of SBS for a single beamlet with zero bandwidth. Under
indirect-drive conditions cs ∼ 10−2 c and ne <
∼ 0.1nc , the
decoupled threshold for δω given in Eq. (7) is always larger
than Eq. (8), therefore once Eq. (7) is satisfied, both SRS and
SBS can be suppressed.

III. PIC SIMULATIONS OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
DBLS AND PLASMAS
A.

In homogeneous plasma

Following above discussion, we will demonstrate explicitly
the effects of DBLs on the suppression of SRS instabilities by
use of some examples. The laser beams are given in the form
of Eq. (1), where the amplitude of each laser beamlet ai is
set to be a constant. Firstly, we compare two cases of light
beams, one is a CBL and the other is DBL, each composed of
N = 100 beamlets. The amplitudes for the two cases are respectively ai = 0.004 and ai = 0.001 for i=1 to 100. The total
light energy of the 100 beams is the same as the single beam
with the amplitude asum = 0.04 and asum = 0.01, respectively. The frequency difference between neighboring beamlets is fixed as δω = 0.12%ω0 . Then the overall bandwidth
can be obtained according to ∆ω0 = (N − 1)δω ≈ 12%ω0
for both beams. We take the homogeneous plasma density
n0 = 0.08nc . According to Eq. (7), the above plasma density and laser bandwidth suggest that the amplitude for each
beamlet must be less than ai = 0.0016 in order to suppression the coupling between neighboring beamlets and overall
development of SRS. Therefore, the case with ai = 0.004
corresponds to a CBL, where SRS cannot be suppressed, and
the case with ai = 0.001 is a DBL, where SRS can be effectively suppressed.
To validate the above theory prediction, series of 1D PIC
simulations have been performed in homogeneous plasma for
the interactions between laser beams and plasma. The plasma length is 400λ and some vacuum regions are set at the
two side of the plasma region. Figure 3(a) shows an example of the temporal structure when taking ai = 0.004,
δω = 0.12%ω0 , and N = 100, which is the CBL mentioned above. It shows that there are some fluctuations in the
envelope profile. But overall the amplitude appears around
∑N
asum = ( i=1 |ai |2 |ωi |2 )1/2 = 0.04. It is to be compared to the single coherent laser beam with the same amplitude asum = 0.04, ∆ω0 = 0. The temporal envelop of the
backscattered light is shown in Fig. 3(b). The growth rate of
backscattered light with the CBL is considerably reduced as
compared to a normal laser beam. However, after certain time
about t = 500τ , the backscattered light starts to grow quickly. Theoretically the growth rate for a beam with ai = 0.004
is found to be Γmax = 0.0016ω0 , and its characteristic time

FIG. 3. (a) Temporal envelopes of the incident lights for a normal
laser beam and a CBL at the amplitude asum = 0.04, where the
total bandwidth of the CBL is 12%. The black solid lines indicate the
laser field amplitude level for the normal laser beam. (b) Temporal
evolution of backscattering light developed by normal laser and CBL.

is tc = 1/Γmax = 625τ with τ the laser oscillation period.
The coupling between neighboring beamlets leads to a higher
growth rate and a high SRS level. Finally at t = 800τ , the
scattered light saturates at the same level as produced by normal coherent lasers. From these results, one concludes that instability can grow to a high level due to the coupling between
neighboring beamlets for a CBL even if the overall bandwidth
is very high.
Now we consider the opposite case with a DBL for ai =
0.001 and the same beam number N = 100. At this amplitude, the decoupling threshold for the bandwidth is about
δω > 0.08%ω0 or ∆ω > 8%ω0 according to Eq. (7). When
the threshold is satisfied, the growth of backscattering light
is greatly reduced, as shown in Fig. 4(a), where a comparison
between different bandwidth cases is made. The backscattered
SRS light is found at a very low level when the bandwidth is
larger than the threshold. The maximum amplitude for the DBL with ∆ω0 = 12%ω0 at t = 6000τ is Ez = 0.0016, which
is about an order of magnitude smaller than the case for the
normal laser beam. Therefore, the electron heating is almost
completely suppressed at t = 6000τ as shown in Fig. 4(f).
On the contrary, for the case with a normal laser light, the
backscattering light reaches to a high saturation level quickly. Correspondingly, hot electrons with temperature around
Te = 16.6keV are generated, which corresponds to electron
heating by the large amplitude of Langmuir wave with a phase
velocity about vph =∫0.18c. We diagnose the energy of the
Langmuir wave E = EL2 dx which is a direct estimation of
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FIG. 4. (a) Temporal profiles of the backscattering light found for the incident light with different bandwidths under the same energy. (b)
Temporal evolution of electrostatic energy for the incident light with different bandwidth. (c) and (d) Distributions of the Langmuir wave in
(kL , ωL ) space obtained for the time window [5500, 6000]τ with bandwidth ∆ω0 = 12%ω0 and ∆ω0 = 5%ω0 , respectively. (e) Temporal
profiles of the backscattering light found respectively for the DBL composed of 25 or 100 beamlets under the same light energy and bandwidth
∆ω = 12%ω0 . (f) Energy distributions of electrons found respectively for the normal laser beam, and the DBL with ∆ω = 12%ω0 and
different beam number N under the same light energy. Ne is the relative electron number.

the strength of SRS. One finds that E does not show to grow
at all for the DBL with ∆ω0 = 12%ω0 . On the contrary, E
increases exponentially at t = 3000τ when ∆ω0 = 5%ω0 as
shown in Fig. 4(b).
Figures 4(c) and 4(d) present the Langmuir wave in the
(kL , ωL ) space with different bandwidth. Considering the
incident light frequency changes in [0.94,1.06]ω0 , one finds that the corresponding kL ranges in [1.49,1.74]ω0 /c, taking ωpe = 0.283ω0 . The intensity of comb-spectrum for
∆ω0 = 12%ω0 is much weaker than the ∆ω0 = 5%ω0 case,
as shown in the comparison between Fig. 4(c) and 4(d). One
finds a strong coupling of beamlets around ωpe = 0.283ω0 for
the latter one.
One notes that the overall SRS development of a DBL depends upon two factors: the coupling/decoupling between

neighboring beamlets and the development of SRS with a single beamlet. These cause different behaviors of SRS development for a DBL composed of different number of beamlets
N , even though the overall bandwidth and laser intensity are
the same. For example, for the same amplitude asum = 0.01
and the bandwidth ∆ω0 = 12%ω0 , Fig. 4(e) compares the
scattering light as a function of time for N = 25 and 100. For
both cases, the decoupling condition given by Eq. (7) is satisfied. However, SRS is found to develop much quickly for the
case with N = 25 since the amplitude and the SRS growth
rate of each beamlet are larger than that for N = 100. The
larger growth rate of N = 25 case leads to the production of
hot electrons as shown in Fig. 4(f).
In a hot plasma, Landau damping provides a threshold for
the onset of instabilities, therefore the suppression of SRS is
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FIG. 5. (a) Temporal profiles of the backscattering light found respectively for the normal laser beam with amplitude asum = 0.01
and the DBL composed of 100 beams each with ai = 0.001 under different bandwidths. (b) Energy distributions of electrons found
respectively for the normal laser beam and the DBL with ∆ω =
12%ω0 , at t = 6000τ . The initial electron temperature is Te0 =
1keV with mobile ions.

more effective. Here a simulation for 1keV hot plasma with
mobile ions is performed up to 10000τ . From Fig. 5(a) we
know that a large amplitude of backscattered light is produced
by normal laser through the development of SRS and SBS.
The strong SRS leads to large numbers of hot electrons as
shown in Fig. 5(b). By contrast to it, both SRS and SBS have
not been obviously developed during 10000τ in the case with
DBLs. As we discussed in Sec. II, the DBL can also suppress
SBS when it satisfies Eq. (7). The above simulations imply
that DBLs can overcome the two major problems (laser energy
loss and hot electron production) in laser plasma interactions.

B.

Effect of nonuniform plasma density

The above theory and simulation are developed for homogeneous plasma. It is expected that the SRS suppression
with DBLs is also effective in inhomogeneous plasma. Assuming an inhomogeneous plasma density profile ne (x) =
n0 (1 + x/Ln ), where Ln ∼mm inside a Hohlraum target for
indirect-drive ICF31 . For an inhomogeneous plasma, the coupling of each beams will be reduced when their resonant re√
gion ∆x = 4Γ/(K ′ v1 v2 ) decreased, where K ′ ∝ ωpe /Ln ,
v1 and v2 are the group velocity of scattered light and Langmuir wave, respectively32 . When Ln approaches to infinite,
the situation transits to homogeneous case. Therefore, the

FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of (a) backscattering light and (b) electrostatic energy for ai = 0.001 with different bandwidth or density
gradient Ln . The initial electron temperature is Te0 = 100eV.

convective instability can be more easily suppressed when
ai or Ln is reduced. An upper-limit threshold is provided
by Eq. (7) for inhomogeneous plasma. For NIF with the
peak laser intensity I = 8 × 1014 W/cm2 and laser wavelength λ = 0.35µm, the corresponding laser amplitude is
a0 ∼ 0.0085. 1D PIC simulations were performed in inhomogeneous plasma with n0 = 0.07nc , Ln = 3000λ0 , and the
plasma density linearly ranges in [0.07,0.09]nc . The initial
electron temperature is Te0 = 100eV. To compare with the
above simulation, here we take ai = 0.001 and N = 100.
The envelop of backscattering light with different bandwidth or density gradient is presented in Fig. 6(a). When
Ln = 3000λ0 , the condition is close to the NIF situations.
For the light with ∆ω0 = 12%ω0 , Ez grows with a very small
growth rate. On the contrary, a large amplitude of backscattering light is produced when ∆ω0 = 5%ω0 . These results are
similar to the homogeneous case. If Ln decreased to 1000λ0 ,
the coupling of DBLs is reduced due to the resonant region
becomes narrow, which leads to the complete suppression of
SRS.
Figure 6(b) shows the evolutions of E for coherent laser
and DBL, the results are similar to Fig. 6(a). At Ln =
3000λ0 , E grows linearly with a very small growth rate when
∆ω0 = 12%ω0 . On the contrary, E increases exponentially at t = 3000τ when ∆ω0 = 5%ω0 , and large numbers of
hot electrons are produced at t = 7000τ . If Ln decreased to
1000λ0 , SRS is almost completely suppressed due to the decoupling of beamlets and the large threshold for the onset of
instabilities as shown in Fig. 6(b).
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In passing, we mention that, even though we have only
shown the effectiveness of SRS suppression with DBLs with
1D simulation, it is also true in multi-dimensional cases. This
is because typically the backscattering has the highest growth
rate than the side scattering. Once the backscattering is suppressed, side scattering will be controlled as demonstrated by
our 2D simulation33 .

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In conclusion, we have proposed a strategy to suppress SRS
significantly by use of so called DBLs with certain bandwidth.
It is based upon a model of the coupling between two laser
beams with slightly different frequencies. It is found that
the couple of the two laser beams in the excitation of SRS
is weak as long as their frequency difference is larger than the
70% width of instability region for an individual beam. The
latter is proportional to the laser amplitude. Therefore, with
a DBL composed of many beamlets (such as 100) with certain frequency difference between individual beamlets (such
as 0.12%ω0 ), SRS can be dramatically suppressed due to the
decoupling of the beamlets. Since the required bandwidth of
a DBL for SBS suppression is typically smaller than that for
SRS, SBS will be suppressed simultaneously as long as SRS
is suppressed.
It is expected that the DBLs may also be applied to suppress other parametric instabilities for ICF applications, such
as the suppression of two-plasmon decay (TPD) instabilities.
Near the quarter critical density, absolute SRS has the largest
growth rate, it is thus expected that the required laser bandwidth has to be increased under the same laser intensity. Note
that the TPD instability growth is comparable to the absolute SRS, therefore a DBL with larger bandwidth is needed
to suppress TPD. Generally, the laser technology for DBLs
still needs to be developed. Note that the comb-like spectrum
for DBLs can be produced with different schemes34,35 . Also the gain bandwidth of lasers over 10% can be realised via
parametric amplification in nonlinear crystals36 . Therefore, in
principle it is possible to build a high power laser system for
DBLs.
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